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Claude Monet is considered one of the most influential artists of all time. He is a founder of the

French Impressionist art movement, and today his paintings sell for millions of dollars. While Monet

was alive, however, his work was often criticized and he struggled financially. With over one

hundred black-and-white illustrations, this book unveils a true portrait of the artist!
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I love this series of bio's. They are great for students to do book reports on the main person. The

historical fact are true. We have them in our school library. Students need to learn about the great

artist and see their work.

Love these books! We have bought several different ones and will continue to get them! I have kids

from 4-11 and they all enjoy them. They are of course very simple reading for the older ones but

give a great simplistic view into the amazing painter and help to get the kids more interested!

Well written. Clear and easy for student to understand. Held the students interest and they were

able to take notes easily from text.



This was a very good book. I did not know a lot about Claude Monet so I got to learn a lot about

Claude. I loved it!

Loved this book. Really helped me to learn more about Claude monet. Very easy to read and not

boring at all.

I really liked this story. It seemed to be geared towards high school aged persons. It did give an

insight into the life of the man and his art. I really enjoyed this book about Claude Monet.

I love Claude Monet so when my 8 yr old son had to write a bio for school we jumped on this book!

It's an easy read, but filled with a ton of info I didn't even know!
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